Roleplaying: Chores
Whether you like it or not, your character from
today would have spent a lot of his or her day
doing chores! There were many things to be
done in a day, and colonial parents expected
their children to pitch in. To roleplay today, we
want you to help out with chores around your
own house! When you are done, think about
how different your days would have been if you
had to work!

● Sort the Laundry: Take your dirt clothes and sort them. Most people separate light
colors from dark colors, but ask your parents how they like the laundry to be
separated! Maybe they can even help you so that you can learn!
● Sweep the Floors: If you like to play outside, you can bet you bring in dirt with you!
And if you have any pets, their hair gets everywhere! Sweeping the floors would be a
big help to your parents.
● Pick up your Bedroom: How messy is the floor of your bedroom? We’ve all been
stuck at home for several months because of this pandemic, so it makes sense that
you’ve pulled out lots of things to play with. Take this time to put those things back
where they belong!
● Make Your Bed: Speaking of cleaning your bedroom, making your bed would help
tidy up your space! It’s also nice to tuck into a freshly made bed at night when you’re
tired.
● Unload the Dishwasher or Drying Rack: For some people, the worst part of being an
adult is always having to do the dishes! Help your parents out by unloading the
dishwasher or the dish drying rack!
● Dust: Dust gathers in our houses no matter what we do! The bad thing is that dust
makes a lot of us sneeze. Help your parents by dusting around the house, using
either a duster or wet cloth!
● Wipe down Surfaces: Our kitchen tables and counters can get dirty quick! Whether
we’re cooking on them, eating on them, or crafting on them, they need to be wiped
down with at least soap and water! Ask you parents what they used to clean
countertops in your house and help them out!

